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to be descried dark masses of troops in battle array—the enemy's
main army under the Dukes of Burgundy and Vendome, joint
commanders, who, if gossip is to be credited, are at the moment
not on too good terms with one another.
It is close on 3 p.m., and the combat between the advanced
troops, we hear, has just turned in our favour. The French
horse and foot who, for some reason unknown, have been
pushed forward unsupported to a little village, Eyne, nestling
on the Scheldt banks to the right of the ridge on which we now
stand, and nearly two miles in front of the main hostile army,
have been attacked by a superior force of cavalry and infantry
launched at them by Cadogan ; most of the infantry have been
rounded up and captured in the village, and their supporting
cavalry sent flying back in rout, chased right across the Norken
by the victorious Allied horsemen. But we have little time to
consider even this brilliant succeiss, for as we watch the French
main army is seen to be on the move. Heavy masses of. troops—
cavalry in the van, infantry following in support—detach them-
selves and move down into the valley ; guns galloping forward
unlimber on the banks of the stream and begin to thunder
against our lines, and while some of the assaulting columns
push forward frontally against our ridge and the villages below,
which are garrisoned and fortified by Allied infantry, others,
passing more to our left along the higher and more enclosed
ground, are evidently engaged in an attempt to turn and envelop
our line on that flank.
Fortunately the passing hours have brought the leading-
infantry of our main body on to the scene of action. In rapid
succession the units file swiftly across the pontoon bridges,
breast the slope, and prolong the already existing line of battle
on both wings. As they come up, one and all become hotly
engaged. Below us, arnid the copses and farms, in the tangle
of hedgerows and ditches and woods, can .be distinguished here
and there formed bodies of foot advancing, retiring, engaging
in fierce fire fights at short range, pressing in upon their adver-
saries with lowered bayonets, while at still wider intervals little
knots of mounted men dart rapidly forward, as favourable
chances offer themselves, to the attack of hostile troops or guns.
Gradually as the time passes the whole battle-field becomes
veiled in denseclouds of billowing smoke, so that little ornothing
can be seen in all the valley below ; but as we turn our eyes to"
the far left we suddenly see, on the flat top of the Boser Couter,
a large and powerful column of all arms moving rapidly and
steadily northwards. Even as we gaze it halts, its centre and
rear still on the plateau, its van well forward and out of sight
over the further edges. There is a long pause, and then the
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